
A s urve y o f a rc ha e o log y in  Su rre y m us e um s

Between November 1994 and September 1995 a survey of archaeological collections held in 
Surrey museums was undertaken by the Museum of London Archaeology Service (MoLAS). 
This was the second of an on-going series of collections surveys for the county commissioned by 
the Surrey Museums Consultative Committee (SMCC). There is no County Council museum 
service in Surrey; most museums are run by district councils or through independent trusts. 
However, a strategic overview is provided by the SM CC which is made up of councillors, 
curators and archaeologists. The Surrey Museums Liaison Officer based at County Hall 
provides full-time support for the group and its work. These collections surveys are seen as an 
essential means of gauging the strategic needs of museums and their collections and giving them 
access to expert advice.

Seventeen museums in Surrey hold archaeological collections of one form or another. These 
vary in scale from Guildford Museum, which has displays tracing the history of human 
occupation in the county and very considerable collections, including those of the Surrey 
Archaeological Society, to small independent museums such as Shere and Dorking which hold a 
few objects of purely local interest. Surrey has a very rich archaeological heritage but, with few 
major ancient monuments to visit, it is these museums which act as the main means of 
communicating archaeology and the archaeological heritage of the county to the general public.

All the museums in Surrey with archaeological collections, as well as other related institutions, 
were visited. Archaeological collections and associated records were viewed, stores and displays 
were surveyed for environmental conditions, and additional information was received from 
curatorial staff. Three main products resulted. An individual report was prepared for each 
museum, a computerized directory of all archaeological collections was compiled to form the 
Surrey Museums Archaeology Directory (SMAD), and a strategic report Archaeology in Surrey 
Museums (Swain 1995) was prepared for submission to the SM CC and Surrey Museums Curators 
Group. This report draws together the results of the individual museum visits and, in addition, 
includes information from a series of informal interviews with those directly involved in the 
strategic planning of archaeological work and museums in the county. It attempts to set out the 
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats to provision and makes a series of recommenda-
tions. Copies of Archaeology in Surrey Museums are held by the Surrey Archaeological Society 
library and copies are available from the Museums Liaison Officer; copies of the individual 
reports are held at each museum.

In addition to the seventeen museums in Surrey which hold archaeological collections, 
material is also held by the Surrey County Archaeological Unit (SCAU) in Dorking and the 
Surrey Heath Archaeological and Heritage Trust (SHAHT) in Bagshot; in both cases this is 
excavated material in the process of being researched prior to deposition in museums. Other 
institutions have a direct effect on archaeology provision by museums. Perhaps most important 
is the Surrey Archaeological Society which owns very considerable collections from the many 
excavations it has undertaken over the years as well as material acquired separately as being of 
countywide significance. Other organizations reliant on voluntary help contribute to the 
archaeological process and in some cases support museums. Voluntary groups are responsible 
for the East Surrey, Spelthorne and Holmesdale museums, all of which hold important 
archaeological material. Active voluntary help is also provided at some local authority museums, 
most notably Bourne Hall Museum, Ewell.

With the exception of Guildford, which despite its district status takes on many of the roles of 
a county museum, the majority of Surrey’s museums are small. Many have only one full-time 
member of staff and others are completely reliant on volunteer staffing. Archaeological expertise 
is thinly spread and few museums can call upon experienced archaeologists to help them.



Despite this, most museums with archaeological collections have material displayed in some 
form or another. The list below provides a summary of where archaeological material is on 
display and where major collections are in store. This distribution partly reflects the known 
spread of sites from different periods. Large Roman collections are held at Spelthorne, Staines 
and Bourne Hall, Ewell, reflecting the presence of Roman settlements in these areas. Likewise, 
major prehistoric collections are held in Farnham and Haslemere, reflecting the recovery of 
Palaeolithic material from the Farnham river gravels and Mesolithic sites in the Weald. However, 
for a number of historical reasons, it is also the case that material can find itself a long way from 
its point of origin, and in a number of instances parts of the archive from the same site can now 
be found in different locations (for example the Chertsey Abbey material).

The problems facing archaeological collections in Surrey mirror those elsewhere in the 
country, although the lack of a county museum service and the large number of independent, 
volunteer-run museums may make problems more severe. The lack of available archaeological 
expertise to aid with acquisition, storage, display and interpretation of material is a major 
hindrance. Although the lack of a unified approach has led to variety and a number of excellent 
displays in individual museums, other museums, sometimes with important collections, have 
suffered. The lack of regional expertise extends to the conservation of collections. In many cases 
good advice on conservation could be leading to better storage and packaging of material, which 
in turn would lead to fewer long-term problems with objects decaying. Linked to the conservation 
and care of collections, perhaps the single biggest problem encountered is the shortage of good 
quality storage for archaeological material. O f the museums visited almost all have filled their 
limited storage space, and in those cases where space is available, it is of low quality and not 
suitable for the long-term care of unstable archaeological material.

The Surrey Museums Archaeological Database was compiled as part of the project. This lists 
all archaeological material in county museums by its period, form, and parish of origin. This 
information has been entered on to a basic computer database that will allow it to be sorted and 
added to. It is hoped that this will become a major resource for those wishing to research 
archaeology in the county.

An initial recommendation of the survey was the setting up of an archaeological curators’ 
group which will attempt to put other recommendations in place and oversee archaeological 
provision in museums. It is hoped that the survey will allow those involved in archaeology in 
Surrey to work closely together in the future.

A rchaeology in  S u rrey  M u seu m s: a  su m m a ry

The following summaries provide a very brief introduction to the nineteen institutions at present 
holding archaeological collections in the county and the individual reports (1-19) prepared as 
part of the survey. Any reader wishing for detailed information on particular museums should 
consult these reports.

1 Chertsey Museum
Local authority museum for the Borough of Runnymede. Includes modest but excellent displays 
on nationally important bronze work from the Thames and Chertsey Abbey. Limited reserve 
collections. Museum noted for innovative educational work.

2 Egham Museum
Independent museum run by trust. The museum has minimal archaeology, concentrating 
mainly on local history. Reserve collections include excavated material from the locality.

3 East Surrey Museum, Caterham
Independent museum run by trust. Holds important local excavation material, mainly published. 
Little material on permanent display.



4 Surrey Heath Museum, Camberley
Local authority museum for the Borough of Surrey Heath. Modest displays and collections. 
Awaits large amount of material from Bagshot excavations presently held by SHAHT.

5 Brooklands Museum, Weybridge
Independent museum run by trust. Holds five Roman coins; no other involvement in 
archaeology.

6 Holmesdale Natural History Club Museum, Reigate
Local society independent museum. Collections include important Reigate excavation material.

7 Haslemere Educational Museum
Independent museum run by trust. Eclectic and wide ranging collections including important 
local material as well as a selection of world archaeology, mainly of curio value. Old displays are 
of great interest

8 Elmbridge Museum, Weybridge
Local authority museum for the Borough of Elmbridge. Very good and wide ranging collections, 
covering most periods and including the Oatlands Palace archive. Lottery money has recently 
been awarded for major rearrangement of displays which will include archaeology.

9 Surrey Heath Archaeological and Heritage Trust, Bagshot 
Independent trust. Important local excavated material from Bagshot.

10 Farnham Museum
Local authority museum for the Borough of Waverley. Major local collections, most importantly 
Palaeolithic and Mesolithic flintwork and local medieval material. No permanent archaeological 
displays, but use is made of archaeological material in temporary exhibitions.

1 1  Dorking Museum
Independent museum run by trust. Minimal archaeology, on display or in store.

12 Spelthorne Museum, Staines
Independent museum run by trust. Very imaginative displays, well executed. Very important 
Roman collections.

13 Charterhouse School Museum, Godalming
Private school museum. Includes fascinating eclectic collections and interesting displays.

14 Leatherhead Museum
Independent museum run by trust. Small but well-executed Roman and Saxon displays. Small 
reserve collections.

15 Godalming Museum
Mixed local authority and independent trust museum. Small but interesting local collections.

16 Bourne Hall Museum, Ewell
Local authority museum for Borough of Epsom and Ewell. Important local collections, 
particularly of Roman material.

17 Shere Museum
Privately owned museum. Private collection, minimal archaeology.



18 Guildford Museum
Local authority museum for Borough of Guildford. Excellent exhibit of county archaeology 
including wide range of objects and imaginative displays. Large and important reserve 
collections include those of Surrey Archaeological Society.

19 Surrey County Archaeological Unit, Dorking
County Council field unit. Carries out archaeological fieldwork on a commercial and research 
basis throughout the county. Holds important excavation material due for transfer to museums.
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